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Introduction

Student Housing’s allure is in its ever-
replenishing resident base and built-in low 
vacancy rates, with students racing to secure 
limited housing in a recurring annual tide. 
But the rose also has its thorns, like property 

damage from alcohol-fueled ragers, managing 
an exceptionally high number of relationships 
compared to conventional housing and 
adhering to an industry calendar governed 
strictly by the academic year.

And no Student Housing challenge matches the scale presented 

by Turn — the seasonal focal point when thousands of student 

residents move out and new ones move in over the compressed 

course of a couple of weeks. In fact it is common in the industry 

for 70% of residents to move out during this period. Time is 

short, schedules are rigid, your teams are stressed, expenses 

can run high, and move-out disputes and parent complaints 

flood your offices.

ARE YOU READY FOR TURN? 
STUDENT TURN BEST PRACTICES GUIDE
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Plus while you’re striving to successfully meet the demand of 

the current market, national trends chug onward: the National 

Center for Education Statistics predicts undergraduate 

enrollment in the U.S. will reach 19.8 million students by 2025,  

an increase of 14% from 2014’s enrollment of 17.3 million.  

When graduate enrollment is factored in, the industry is looking 

at a projected total enrollment of 23.3 million (with the overall 

percentage increase rising to 15%) 1. The pressure is on!

Those who can perfect the art of Turn can not only control costs 

and keep rents rising reasonably year-after-year to yield high 

returns, but also reduce complaints, improve renewal rates,  

drive up staff satisfaction and build a rock-solid system of record 

for compliance, insurance and legal liability.

Our HappyCo Best Practices Guide to your yearly Turn provides 

you with an excellent starting point for optimizing turn operations 

across your communities by mapping out a turn calendar that 

keeps you ahead of the game, cultivating key relationships, 

preparing your staff, automating previously manual workflows, 

reclaiming your online reputation and more. Let’s get started!

Those who can perfect the art of 

Turn can control costs and keep 

rents rising reasonably year-after-

year to yield high returns.

Enrollment in Degree-Granting Postsecondary Institutions: 
23.3M by 2025

Fig 1. Hussar, William J., and Tabitha M. Bailey. “Projections of Education Statistics to 2025.” 
National Center for Education Statistics. September 2017.
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#1: Map Out Turn Timing
In the spirit of clichés serving as shorthand for best practices: 

Timing is everything. When it comes to Turn, it’s hard to 

exaggerate the importance of deciding what to do and when 

to do it. Milestoning your turn process from a whole-year 

perspective influences your ability to deliver desired outcomes 

that are aligned with your corporate strategy.

Keep in mind that all campus proximate (off-campus) Student 

Housing is turning at the same time you are. As you deal with 

vendors and contractors, you’ll be competing with everyone in 

the industry to ensure you’ve lined up your partner suppliers, are 

hiring quality seasonal staff and are attracting next year’s student 

renters. These guidelines will help you stay ahead of the game.

As you deal with vendors and 

contractors, you’ll be competing 

with everyone in the industry to 

ensure you’ve lined up your partner 

suppliers, are hiring quality seasonal 

staff and are attracting next year’s 

student renters.

ARE YOU READY FOR TURN? 
STUDENT TURN BEST PRACTICES GUIDE



4 Months Pre-Turn

• Review furniture inventory data and finalize orders 
to furniture vendors

• Train Community Managers and Service Supervisors 
— April is a good time to run your “Turn Summit” 
(see #4 Prepare Your Managers and Staff)

• Prepare for Summer move-in process if applicable, 
and use as a training environment for staff

• Hire and train students to help with Turn

• Set expectations for level of service with vendors 
and sign vendor contracts

• Send communications to students and parents with 
guidance on your move-out process and policies

2 Months Pre-Turn

• Submit remaining supply orders

• Follow up with students and parents to address 
any concerns before end-of-lease move-out

• Distribute info on your move-in process/policies 
to your next wave of new residents, plus a checklist 
of “things to bring” to their new home

• Consider mailing handwritten postcards to future 
residents for a personal touch and to drum up 
excitement and buzz for the year ahead

• Contact your city/municipality to schedule 
additional trash pickups in coming months; 
order extra dumpsters, containers

• Stock up on office supplies

5 Months Pre-Turn

• Begin drafting Turn budget

• Conduct furniture inspections to start determining 
your furniture orders

• Identify desired product SKUs, styles and 
order volumes

• Distribute RFPs to begin soliciting vendor bids

• Secure suppliers early! Line up your supplier 
partners and negotiate with vendors

• Ensure contractors will provide backup teams/staff 
if necessary to avoid delays during Turn

• Start reviewing vendor contracts

• Review and improve Turn procedures and 
provide to staff

Turn Calendar: Pre-Turn Timeline 2 3 
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6-7 Months Pre-Turn

• Start planning for Turn during a 
slower time of year for your staff

• Update your quarterly and MIMO 
inspection forms (if needed) to align 
with any new policies or initiatives

• Inspect units early in the new Spring 
semester as part of a quarterly 
inspection cadence

3 Months Pre-Turn

• Conduct quarterly inspections

• Review all major Cap-Ex replacements (carpet, 
vinyl/flooring); ensure vendors are able to provide 
volume needed

• Negotiate with remaining vendors, fine-tune service 
agreements, clearly set expectations for level of 
service and sign final contracts

• Begin drafting “Move In” informational packet 
to send to future residents at the end of June

• Prepare for early move-outs

• Conduct pre-move out inspections after 
Spring Finals

30–0 Days Pre-Turn

• Schedule/set appointments for move-out 
inspections

• If you predict properties will be short-staffed, 
recruit associates from your corporate offices 
to travel to and aid your communities (this can 
be a true bonding experience for your office 
employees and onsite personnel)

• Ensure staff have been trained to inspect units

• Confirm the arrival date(s) for furniture replacements 

• Send move-out reminders and post on unit doors

• Turn empty units early if possible

• Facilitate resident move-outs

• Conduct move-out Inspections

• Monitor channels of communication between 
managers, vendors, staff and residents during Turn

• Plan activities and social gatherings for “Welcome 
Week” for your new residents

• Provide stress relief stations to staff 
(e.g. massage chairs, snacks, etc.)



Continuously monitor property conditions and perform cleaning, preventative maintenance 
during times when students are generally in class (between 9 and 5:30)

Yearlong:
Optimize Operations

Turn Calendar: Turn & Post-Turn Timeline

OCT NOV HOLIDAY 
SEASON

SEPAUG

Turn Time!

• Ensure efficient scheduling — e.g. that 
you’ve organized unit painting and 
maintenance before having carpets 
cleaned (otherwise you might have to pay 
to clean them twice! Ugh.)

• Conduct daily QA check on all completed 
vendor tasks

• Confirm that vacated units have been 
locked

• Responsibly store, dispose of or donate 
residents’ abandoned items (see #7 Do 
Good While Doing Well)

• Provide Final Account Statements to 
residents within 7 days of move-out

• Return damage deposits quickly

• Move-in: Post signage to help new 
residents navigate check-ins, picking up 
keys, and more

• Facilitate memorable move-ins for your 
new residents (see Tips for Making Move-In 
Memorable below)

• As new residents move in, have managers/
staff walk the units with each resident and 
record any concerns in the move-in reports 
with photos and signature

• Classes may begin at this time, depending 
on the school

Follow-up & Follow Through

• Finalize and close out post-turn collection 
on damages and any fees

• Evaluate your Turn performance across each 
community, record learnings for refining next 
year’s process

• Celebrate your teams’ hard work

• Fall Semester classes begin — accommodate 
student schedules when performing periodic 
inspections & maintenance

• Budget Season begins. Put your property data 
to work and budget smart

Reputation Management, 
Budgeting

• Survey residents for their feelings on the move-in, 
renewal and unit transfer experiences

• Request reviews from your residents and consider 
incentivizing (Incent the resident, not the lease-
holder/guarantor)

• Announce when the first quarterly inspections will 
occur and how residents should prepare

• Conduct quarterly inspections to assess damage 
charges and bill residents accordingly — set the 
tone for the rest of the year!

• Continue using the data collected during Turn 
to inform your annual budgeting

Engage Customers

• Send reminders to students and parents about 
your renewal offer (many students are home with 
family and can have housing conversations with 
their parents)

• Announce next quarterly inspections

• Keep lines of communication as open as possible 
during winter break, including live chat

• Review vendor list and promote preferred vendors, 
eliminate old vendor records at EOY

Renewals

• Start renewal conversations 
before the holidays and make 
renewal offers

https://happy.co/blog/property-data-is-money-use-asset-inspections-to-cut-expenses-build-operating-budget/
https://happy.co/blog/property-data-is-money-use-asset-inspections-to-cut-expenses-build-operating-budget/


Tips For Making Move-In Memorable

Don’t be afraid to over-communicate! 

• Reach out to your new residents before move-in.  

Send a “Save the Date” through mail and email to drum up 

excitement for the big day and this new step in their life

• Include a list of things you want residents to know before 

moving: reminders, information, when renters insurance is 

due, resources, etc. that will help the process go smoothly 

and reduce stress on both sides

Set up for success on the big day

• Post signage to help residents navigate check-ins, picking 

up keys, and more

• Coordinate staff clothing: wear fun shirts in matching 

colors that demonstrate a united team and professional 

operation and visually communicates that your staff is 

there to help residents

• Further establish your brand in your customers’ minds  

with displays that include lifestyle photos, company 

metrics and more

• Set up selfie stations around your community, like the 

fitness center, pool or common areas and incentivize 

engagement with a social media contest

Personalize the experience

• Hand out branded move-in gifts for students like a 

kitchen utensil set, laundry basket or cleaning kit

• Place a welcome basket on each bed with snacks and 

a short handwritten note greeting them as they walk 

in to their new living space — and/or send “welcome 

ambassadors” to each door with goodies to ask if new 

residents need help with anything

Plan and publicize  
“Welcome Week” activities

• Make the first week a social experience. It’s easy for 

students to feel isolated at college. Planning social 

activities like an outing to a hiking area or movie night 

can help residents get to know each other, build a 

supportive community and love where they live
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Student Housing is unique in the 

housing sector by virtue of the 

number and variety of relationships 

requiring your attention.

#2: MAINTAIN AND STRENGTHEN  
KEY RELATIONSHIPS

What is the Student Housing industry 
at its core? Relationships.

Student Housing is unique in the housing sector by virtue 

of the number and variety of relationships requiring 

your attention. Students, their parents, the schools, the 

competition, your managers, your turn suppliers, your 

seasonal staff, public opinion and the local government 

— you’ll find yourself overwhelmed during Turn if you fall 

behind in nurturing these relationships all year long.

By being proactive in how you interact with a multitude of 

stakeholders, you’ll be able to maintain and strengthen these 

relationships, improve your reputation, drive high renewal 

rates and even watch your bottom line increase. Here we’ll 

cover managing 5 of your primary business relationships.

ARE YOU READY FOR TURN? 
STUDENT TURN BEST PRACTICES GUIDE
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The Students

Nurturing positive resident relations is core to your operational 

(and Turn!) success. The more renewals you’re able to secure, 

the fewer beds you’ll have to turn before the next Fall semester. 

Eliminate chaos and stress for students and your teams alike 

by communicating to residents in advance what to expect 

on Move-In Day. Distribute a timeline that familiarizes your 

renters with your process and policies, as well as a checklist 

that outlines what they need to take care of on the big day. 

Include information on what they should bring, acceptable 

forms of payment, a local area map, available services and 

key staff at the community, hours of operation and more. 

You might also include a schedule of the social events 

you’ve planned at your community for “Welcome Week”. 

Personal touches are always welcome. Mailing handwritten 

postcards to your future residents with a personal invitation 

to Move-In Day creates buzz and excitement and makes 

your students feel cared for. As students move in, ensure 

there is abundant signage posted to help them navigate 

your process for checking in, receiving keys and more (see 

our Tips For Making Move-in Memorable section). Another 

practice is to temporarily hire students/current residents 

to help with Turn. They’re familiar with the community and 

speak the same language as your future residents. 

Eliminate chaos and stress for students 

and your teams alike by communicating 

to residents in advance what to expect on 

Move-In Day.

ARE YOU READY FOR TURN? 
STUDENT TURN BEST PRACTICES GUIDE
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On Move-In Day, it’s a best practice to walk the units with  

each resident and record any of their concerns in your  

move-in reports with photos. A mobile inspection app that  

offers a digital signatures feature lets your residents sign  

off on the inspection with their approval. This often proves  

invaluable when it comes to resolving disputes at  

move-out and increases the transparency between  

residents and management.

After Move-In Day, continue to engage both current and  

future residents. Announce improvements that will be 

implemented around your properties and send invitations to 

onsite events, holiday happenings and community excursions 

(like hiking or trying a new restaurant). Find out where your 

residents’ interests lie and cater both your digital and event 

content to them. You’re building customer confidence that  

you can deliver what you promised during the marketing  

and sales process. And you’re making it fun and memorable 

 to live with you. 

Executing quarterly inspections, beginning soon after Fall 

move in, not only wins confidence from your new residents 

as they witness the care your teams devote to maintaining 

unit conditions, but also helps you assess damage charges 

early on and set expectations for the rest of the year. During 

the academic calendar, alert residents when maintenance 

will be accessing their units and tell them by name who 

Executing quarterly inspections, 

beginning soon after Fall Move-In,  

not only wins confidence from your 

new residents as they witness 

the care your teams devote to 

maintaining unit conditions, but also 

helps you assess damage charges 

early on and set expectations for  

the rest of the year.

ARE YOU READY FOR TURN? 
STUDENT TURN BEST PRACTICES GUIDE
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will be gaining access. Do your best to work around their 

busy class schedules. Realize that your residents, many of 

whom may be first-time renters, might need your guidance 

(and your patience!) as they get acquainted with tasks 

that seem simple: understanding the terms of their lease, 

making small repairs, doing laundry or handling utility bills.

If you manage conventional housing as well as student 

housing, you might think of your student communities as your 

farm teams for the major leagues. Students will graduate. 

And many of them will stay in the area around their alma 

maters. Tracking your renter relationships will help you keep 

them in your company ecosystem from their first college 

apartment to their first place post-graduation. This is a huge 

and frequently missed opportunity for many businesses 

in the space. Retention goes beyond graduation. If you’ve 

ensured that your residents have an excellent experience 

at your communities, why would you let them get away after 

graduating? Focus on customer centricity now and always.

If you manage conventional housing as 

well as student housing, you might think 

of your student communities as your farm 

teams for the major leagues.

ARE YOU READY FOR TURN? 
STUDENT TURN BEST PRACTICES GUIDE

https://happy.co/blog/top-6-customer-centric-trends-for-winning-multifamily-market-share/
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Their Parents

Parents are more than the financial support system for your 

prospects and current residents; they’re the most influential 

influencers when making a decision on where to live.  

Parents are highly involved during the sales process, but  

don’t neglect them after the leases have been signed.  

Turn them into your advocates. Extend the opportunity for an 

earnest phone conversation to address their questions and 

concerns, or even just to chat, before their daughters and 

sons move away from home. And just as you send information 

to your student renters, absolutely share a newsletter to 

parents with all of that information and more, tailored for 

them. Consider including content that provides value to them 

and also helps your managers during the year. For example, 

including a piece on how parents can properly support 

students while they’re away from home can help ease Turn, 

set expectations for what is appropriate parent behavior and 

hopefully keep negative comments in the most productive 

channels, rather than going online straightaway. All of your 

communications should look professional and be personalized.

ARE YOU READY FOR TURN? 
STUDENT TURN BEST PRACTICES GUIDE
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The School

Enrollment is trending upward with no end in sight and 

the demand for housing can outstrip what’s available on 

campus. As a result, schools are increasingly providing 

resources to help students secure off-campus housing. 

Participating in any partnership with a school that allows 

you to market on campus may require your pledge to offer 

safe, quality housing. You may need to register through 

the college housing office to take advantage of referrals. 

Certain websites like places4students.com, have partnered 

with universities to list off-campus housing availability. 

By productively teaming up with schools, you can connect 

with a larger group of interested students.

Participating in any partnership with 

a school that allows you to market 

on campus may require your pledge 

to offer safe, quality housing.

ARE YOU READY FOR TURN? 
STUDENT TURN BEST PRACTICES GUIDE

https://www.places4students.com/AboutUs/Index?tc=1
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Your Managers & Staff

Poor data collection on the ground means less informed 

decision-making at the top. Real-time insight into quality 

compliance and maintenance performance is only possible if 

your teams are recording usable property data. So bringing on 

the right mobile inspection solution is important in enabling your 

staff to collect standardized, comprehensive data on every unit 

and property inspection. With consistent inspection data,  

per-item photo documentation and digital signatures, you’ll 

achieve significant lift on damage recoveries while reducing 

the number of move-out disputes. You’ll also be able to 

assess repairs remotely and schedule them immediately. 

Communication between your onsite teams, regional managers 

and highest level of management becomes faster and clearer 

through shared online access to inspection reports.

With consistent inspection data, 

per-item photo documentation and 

digital signatures, you’ll achieve 

significant lift on damage recoveries.

ARE YOU READY FOR TURN? 
STUDENT TURN BEST PRACTICES GUIDE

https://happy.co/industries/student-housing/
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Managers and staff should feel that the tools you provide 

are there to help them. Listen to them as you reevaluate 

your workflows and consider mobile tools. Their feedback is 

invaluable to helping you preserve brand equity, resident loyalty 

and premium rents.

Of course rolling out a new system isn’t always easy — usually 

quite the opposite (see #3 Pick Up The Right Turn Tools for 

guidance on selecting software). And at its best, technology can 

only facilitate and contribute to better relationships between 

your employees, it isn’t what defines your culture or ensures 

success at Turn time. Welcoming regular feedback from your 

teams, building your turn calendar with their input, and running 

national or regional Turn Summits each year, with periodic 

trainings in the lead-up to Turn are the real keys to a well-

executed operation (see #4 Prepare Your Managers And Staff 

for more).

Managers and staff should feel that 

the tools you provide are there to 

help them.

ARE YOU READY FOR TURN? 
STUDENT TURN BEST PRACTICES GUIDE
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Your Vendors/Contractors

Managing your relationship to your vendors helps you more 

predictably control turn expenses. It’s critical to negotiate with 

potential vendors and contractors early to ensure you’re able 

to supply your properties with necessary repair materials and 

human resources when Turn kicks off. 

Prior to the chaos of Turn, clearly demonstrate the level of 

service you expect from your contractors. For example, show 

them a perfect model unit that displays the quality of conditions 

you expect. As Turn gets underway, have your managers walk 

the units with your contractors before marking tasks complete. 

Insist on daily unit reports on the jobs your contractors have 

finished and those that are in progress. We can’t stress it 

enough — communicate well, set expectations and turn will  

“turn out” better than you hoped.

See the Tips For Negotiating With Vendors 

TIPS FOR NEGOTIATING  
WITH VENDORS:

• Issue RFPs. Early. Every year.

 ɥ Solicit bids from vendors with Requests for 

Proposals (RFPs) so you can retain negotiating 

leverage. You don’t want to automatically use 

the same firm every year. Vendors should be 

competing with each other for your valuable 

business.

 ɥ Start the process at least 5 or 6 months before 

Turn to beat your competition and make deals 

from a position of strength.

• Fine-Tune Service Agreements

 ɥ Ensure all critical points are covered in your turn 

agreement, from completion time requirements 

to maximum vendor fees per unit, to when you’ll 

provide payment. You may need to update your 

contracts with more specific language.

 ɥ To support budget alignment, consider instituting 

a flat rate per unit — whether full or partially 

occupied, that indicates how much you will be 

charged for the number of units at the property. 

That way you won’t be end up spending $45,000 

for paint if you’ve only budgeted $30,000.

ARE YOU READY FOR TURN? 
STUDENT TURN BEST PRACTICES GUIDE
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With a modern mobile inspection 

solution you can assign items a 

monetary value, so that at the end  

of a walkthrough you immediately  

know how much it will cost to repair 

issues like leaks or replace items  

like motion sensors.

What are you doing to invest in your relationships?

Creating a better, more personalized experience for your residents 

and staff can be facilitated by onboarding new tech that helps you 

achieve workforce visibility, sterling property conditions, brand 

standardization and a world-class reputation. 

The operational tools you choose to help you strengthen 

relationships should be user-friendly for your staff — improving 

communication between all your organizational levels, from the 

maintenance supervisors to the regionals to the VPs to the C-Suite. 

Keep reading to learn about Turn tech that helps you get the job 

done better.

ARE YOU READY FOR TURN? 
STUDENT TURN BEST PRACTICES GUIDE

https://happy.co/blog/student-housing-reclaim-your-online-reputation/
https://happy.co/blog/video-games-and-enterprise-software-ui-ux/
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#3: Pick Up the Right Turn Tools

The arrival of tech that automates Move-
Outs and Move-Ins with real-time tools is 
transforming Turn from a slow and painful 
process to an efficient, less stressful and 
less costly one — basically, what the Student 
Housing industry could only dream of 
15 years ago. Have you checked what’s 
in your corporate utility belt lately?

With property management technology rapidly 

evolving, it could be time to reevaluate your 

Turn workflow and ask a few questions:

• Are your inspectors consistently documenting 

unit and property conditions? Why not?

• Is your inspection system providing you with the  

standardized data you need to make the best  

business decisions?

• Are you able to monitor critical portfolio trends 

and workforce performance in real time so 

you can address issues immediately?

• Does your current system of record fall short and  

put you at risk when it comes to insurance and  

legal defense? 

With property management 

technology rapidly evolving, it could 

be time to reevaluate your Turn 

workflow and ask a few questions.

ARE YOU READY FOR TURN? 
STUDENT TURN BEST PRACTICES GUIDE
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Managing a process that’s as labor-intensive as Turn with  

a paper-based or manual inspection system delays your  

ability to make prompt repairs and security deposit refunds,  

negatively impacting student and parent satisfaction.  

Poor visibility into property compliance and whether or  

not inspections have even been completed can lead to  

a self-perpetuating cycle of low property compliance,  

missing photos and lost documentation when residents  

dispute damage charges or when you need it for  

legal defense.

The more units and properties you manage using 

paper or legacy systems, the harder benchmarking, 

compliance, documentation, repair and maintenance 

become. Communication between property-level staff 

and your head office breaks down. That lack of visibility 

is acutely worrying to any property operator, and even 

more so in Student Housing. Nothing is more exasperating 

than trying to navigate difficult software or trying to find 

paper documents when you need them. The reasons for 

investing in a mobile inspection platform are now clear.

Nothing is more exasperating than 

trying to navigate difficult software or 

trying to find paper documents when 

you need them.

ARE YOU READY FOR TURN? 
STUDENT TURN BEST PRACTICES GUIDE
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But the Turn process doesn’t have to leave you with inaccurate 

data, labor inefficiencies and lapses in damage documentation. 

Mobile inspection tools enable your teams to capture 

standardized data so you can drive compliance ever-higher, 

and realize tremendous time savings, resident loyalty and lift 

on damage deposits recovered. And automated turn boards 

can help you monitor cross-portfolio operations in real time 

so you can manage labor and maintenance costs and more.

So how do you choose the right inspection software —  

a complete mobile inspection solution that serves you, your 

organization, your teams, your contractors, your residents 

and your bottom line? And how can you ensure your 

technology will transform your Turn into a fast, accurate 

and integrated operation? Get savvy on what to look for.

Mobile inspection tools enable your 

teams to capture standardized data 

so you can drive compliance ever-

higher, and realize tremendous time 

savings, resident loyalty and lift on 

damage deposits recovered.

ARE YOU READY FOR TURN? 
STUDENT TURN BEST PRACTICES GUIDE

https://happy.co/blog/mobile-inspections-and-automated-turn-boards-for-student-housing-operations/
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Web Control Center

A web control center offers you visibility into your operations 

portfolio-wide, so you can manage Turn at multiple properties 

effectively and in real time. Look for anytime access to 

inspections, the ability to edit forms and dispatch updates 

instantly and globally; as well as the ability to schedule 

inspections and manage users and permissions — so you  

can identify and resolve issues the moment they’re spotted  

on the ground. 

The real-time visibility and control your web console offers  

will be your gateway to driving higher compliance, faster Turn,  

higher resident satisfaction and better property conditions.

Mobile Inspection App

Student Housing properties typically endure heavy use 

and face a flood of disputes as parents question charges 

for cleaning or repairs, demanding proof for the damages 

incurred. Management’s new mobile-facilitated response? 

Immediately providing detailed reports with side-by-side 

photo evidence through the use of mobile inspection 

software — drastically reducing the number of disputes 

they face and quickly resolving those that do emerge.

Most Important Features for Turn

• 100% Offline Functionality

• User-Friendly Interface

• DIY, On-The-Fly Customizable Forms

• Timestamped Photos & Comments

• Digital Signatures

• Automatic Cloud Backup

• MIMO Comparison Reports

ARE YOU READY FOR TURN? 
STUDENT TURN BEST PRACTICES GUIDE

https://happy.co/solutions/happy-manage/
https://happy.co/solutions/happy-inspector/
https://happy.co/solutions/happy-inspector/
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$9.30 |
Student Housing leaders like Asset Campus Housing (ACH) 

and American Campus Communities (ACC) rely on HappyCo 

to calculate and control turn costs per property, and organize 

carpet flips, painting schedules and every rehab item required 

— by unit, property, region or globally.

Request your custom HappyCo ROI Analysis and ROI Ebook

Automated Reporting & Operational Dashboards

Operational dashboards empower you to use Turn data 

instantly to spot trends. This analytics side of inspection 

software aggregates and organizes the data you’ve collected 

across each bed or unit in real time so you can act on issues 

immediately, enabling you to make data-driven decisions 

for achieving key performance indicators (KPIs). Look for the 

platform’s ability to automatically generate Turn boards from 

mobile inspections and monitor move-out costs.

Your capacity for preserving brand equity, resident loyalties and 

premium rents is only as strong as your ability to monitor quality 

compliance and benchmark performance through data insights 

and real-time property intelligence. Choose an inspection 

solution with solid analytics to help you control costs through 

actionable insights, and you’ll save big on repairs and retrofitting 

by identifying patterns instead of just patching isolated issues.

 9%

DAMAGE CHARGES

Equity Residential

 1.3M
ANNUAL LABOR COSTS

Equity Residential

 50%

RESIDENT DISPUTES

Tarragon Property Services

 1 DAY
UNIT DOWNTIME

Maxus Properties

 46%

INSPECTION COMPLIANCE

Yellowstone Club

 5.6X
FASTER UNIT INSPECTIONS

Harbor Group Management

Total ROI per Unit per Month when moving  
to Modern Mobile Inspections from Paper
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https://happy.co/industries/student-housing/
https://happy.co/resources/roi-calculator/#/
https://happy.co/solutions/happy-bi/
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#4: PREPARE YOUR MANAGERS  
AND STAFF
If your properties are geographically dispersed, it might be 

challenging to get your teams on the same page. Companies  

in the Student Housing space are holding yearly national or 

regional Turn Summits during which they conduct training, share 

best practices and new learnings from individual properties and 

portfolio-wide. Periodic trainings and meetings, whether web-

based or onsite can keep your operation on track for July 31st. 

Have your key people self-select chunks of the turn process to 

convert into training — for instance those who have been most 

successful in completing Final Account Statements (FASs) or 

negotiating vendor contracts. Things can and do go wrong during 

Turn, so while training is underway, emphasize developing solid 

back up plans.

These get-togethers are as social as they are business, 

providing an opportunity for your people to talk, bond and 

 support each other. At American Campus Communities,  

a HappyCo customer and the nation’s largest student housing  

REIT, employees at the corporate level from secretaries to 

executives travel to various properties to help with Turn. So go 

into Turn season with a whole-system view of all the moving parts, 

break down those processes into smaller processes, analyze  

successes and failures and communicate well with the directly 

responsible individuals. 

ARE YOU READY FOR TURN? 
STUDENT TURN BEST PRACTICES GUIDE
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Build your turn calendar with feedback from your on-the-

ground teams and regional managers and familiarize your 

entire company with the resulting schedule (See #1 Map Out 

Turn Timing). Train your onsite associates by physically walking 

units, assessing for damages, taking pictures and preparing final 

account statements that include summaries of the damages. 

You may hire students to help with turns as your welcome 

ambassadors, resident community experts, advocates and 

standby turn staff. Don’t neglect to instill in them your brand 

goals and train them for the jobs so they’re prepared as  

Turn begins and throughout the process. 

As Jennifer Roden, Director of Student Living at Greystar  

Real Estate Partners puts it: “I foresee turn becoming a  

complete online mobile process for the onsite teams, especially 

with the number of tech-savvy students out there these days.  

As a matter of fact, I see all facets of student housing growing  

in this direction with online leasing and renewals, online 

payments, etc.”4 So as you bring on new technology to aid in  

the turn process, nail the implementation by choosing user-

friendly mobile tools for your staff, working closely with the 

technology vendor and getting your teams up and running  

on your new systems.

“I foresee turn becoming a  

complete online mobile process  

for the onsite teams.”

Jennifer Roden 
Director of Student Living at Greystar 
Real Estate Partners

ARE YOU READY FOR TURN? 
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#5: CONDUCT PERIODIC 
INSPECTIONS AND PREVENTATIVE 
MAINTENANCE YEAR ROUND
Preventative maintenance throughout the year helps your 

turnover process go as smoothly — and quickly — as possible. 

Performing quarterly unit inspections helps your teams identify 

unit repairs early so you can assess damages that require 

repairs and bill residents accordingly. The practice of regular 

inspections also sets expectations with residents and tends  

to reduce damages accumulated at the end of the year.  

Your inspection and maintenance cadence can also lead to a 

reduction in repairs required during the busiest time of the year.

Performing quarterly unit inspections 

helps your teams identify unit repairs 

early so you can assess damages 

that require repairs and bill residents 

accordingly.

ARE YOU READY FOR TURN? 
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There may be times when a resident moves out before their 

lease is up. Instill in your teams the importance of quality 

move-out reports year-round, not only during Turn.  

Move-out inspections are your opportunity to recapture 

losses, so a best practice is to generate MIMO comparison 

reports with photographic evidence. This enables you and 

your managers to easily compare conditions at move-in 

to those at move-out — and then share these reports with 

residents and their parents to communicate damage  

charges and quell any disputes. With a digital signatures 

feature, the resident can provide their signature at move-in 

that not only provides transparency between residents and 

your company, but also helps you at move-out should there 

be a disputed charge. Companies who’ve adopted mobile 

inspections have demonstrated an almost 10% increase in  

their damage charges and 50% fewer resident disputes. 

With a digital signatures feature,  

the resident can provide their 

signature at move-in that not only 

provides transparency between 

residents and your company, but 

also helps you at move-out should 

there be a disputed charge.

ARE YOU READY FOR TURN? 
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Why Should You Frequently Inspect?

• COMPLIANCE: Big university cities like Boston 
are cracking down on off-campus Student 
Housing health and safety violations, holding 
property management companies accountable 
for regulatory deviations. Real-time visibility on 
mobile makes it a lot easier for Student Housing 
operators to maintain compliance

• INSURANCE: Hurricanes cause an average of 
$16.6 billion in damage per storm. Inspection 
documentation is critical to getting you a fair 
payout from your insurance company after  
storm damage

• PEST PREVENTION: $800,000 was the largest-
ever bedbug settlement awarded to a single 
resident (2013). And in 2010, there was a $2.45 
million class action settlement in Iowa

• FIRE SAFETY: 95,000 US apartments caught 
fire in 2016 and there are $711 million in annual 

property losses due to fire. Keep your buildings 
and residents safe! Inspections enable you to stay 
up to code and document your fixes

• LEGAL LIABILITY: $16.5 million is the largest-ever 
slip-and-fall settlement (NYC). 90% of lawsuits end 
in plaintiff victory, often due to lack of inspection 
documentation. Avoid negligence with a mobile 
inspection solution

• RESIDENT RELATIONS: One of the top reasons 
that residents leave a property is dissatisfaction 
with service. Making necessary repairs and 
processing damage deposits and refunding 
money slowly can lead to friction. Stay on top of 
important issues with property-level visibility

• ONLINE REPUTATION: More than 75% of renters 
find online reviews more important than referrals 
from friends and family. Keep students and 
parents happy by monitoring property conditions 
and quickly responding to issues.

https://happy.co/blog/mobile-inspections-and-automated-turn-boards-for-student-housing-operations/
https://happy.co/blog/mobile-inspections-and-automated-turn-boards-for-student-housing-operations/
https://happy.co/blog/hurricane-preparedness-and-insurance-inspection-records/
https://happy.co/blog/prevent-bedbugs-lawsuits-from-costing-multifamily-millions/
https://happy.co/blog/fire-safety-inspections-compliance-multifamily-apartments/
https://happy.co/resources/content-hub/navigating-and-averting-negligence-in-slip-and-fall/
https://happy.co/blog/student-housing-reclaim-your-online-reputation/
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#6: REDUCE STRESS AND HONOR 
YOUR STAFF’S HARD WORK
Besides refining your workflows and going paperless so Turn is 

less stressful by design, you can show your staff you care about 

them and make stress-relief part of the process. Bring in treats, 

meals, massage therapists, yoga mats, soothing music — get 

creative with it! Many articles have been written on the topic 

of reducing stress in the workplace. You might find the ideas 

in articles like 25 Ways To Cut Employee Stress And Boost 

Productivity from Forbes.com helpful as you decide how best to 

bust stress at your company.

At the conclusion of Turn, your staff will probably feel exhausted. 

So after allowing them some time to recover from the whirlwind 

of Turn, it’s important to celebrate your staff’s hard work with an 

event like a dinner and award ceremony, gift cards or even a 

getaway. It’s more important to show your appreciation for their 

efforts and less important how you choose to do it.

After allowing them some time to 

recover from the whirlwind of Turn, 

it’s important to celebrate your staff’s 

hard work.
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https://www.forbes.com/sites/alankohll/2017/02/22/25-ways-to-cut-employee-stress-and-boost-productivity/2/#1eb44b182bcb
https://www.forbes.com/sites/alankohll/2017/02/22/25-ways-to-cut-employee-stress-and-boost-productivity/2/#1eb44b182bcb
https://www.inc.com/young-entrepreneur-council/celebrate-company-wins-in-style-with-these-6-uniqu.html
https://www.inc.com/young-entrepreneur-council/celebrate-company-wins-in-style-with-these-6-uniqu.html
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#7: DO GOOD WHILE DOING WELL
In the tornado of move-out, a lot of belongings get left behind 

in the aftermath. And not all of it is trash. For example, perfectly 

good furniture and clothing are commonly forsaken items.  

One eco- and community-friendly strategy when turning over 

student housing units is to donate all left-behind belongings to 

a local charity. You may even be able to claim tax-deductible 

donations. How you handle these items depends on a few 

points: the laws of your state, the nature of the abandoned items 

and the circumstances under which the resident moved out.

Usually when a resident moves out and leaves items behind, 

it’s an indication they no longer want the items and have tacitly 

given you ownership. But you should only make this assumption 

if the lease stipulates clearly and explicitly how you will deal with 

abandoned property. Laws vary by state. Many states set notice 

requirements for contacting tenants regarding abandoned 

property, and may also regulate how you must store and 

dispose of abandoned property if the resident does not claim his 

or her belongings. Nolo.com notes: “Sometimes state rules on 

abandoned property vary depending on the circumstances of 

the tenant’s departure (for example, if a tenant moves out after 

giving proper notice versus someone who is evicted  

in a court proceeding)” — and advises you check the state 

statutes as maintained by Cornell Legal Information Institute.  
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https://www.nolo.com/legal-encyclopedia/state-laws-handling-abandoned-property.html
https://www.nolo.com/legal-encyclopedia/state-laws-handling-abandoned-property.html
https://www.nolo.com/legal-encyclopedia/state-laws-handling-abandoned-property.html
https://www.law.cornell.edu/
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For example, in Oregon, a landlord must store leftover items  

for 5 to 8 days before being legally allowed to sell or dispose 

of the items. Keep the information for your states handy at Turn 

time so your managers and staff know exactly how to handle 

deserted property.

To make the entire process easier for both you and your 

residents, provide stations in the lead-up to Turn where 

students can donate their unwanted items — whether clothing, 

nonperishable foods, or kitchen supplies. Then recruit student 

volunteers to sort the items before donating them to local 

organizations. Note that sending items in poor condition 

needlessly burdens the under-resourced staff of many 

community organizations, so it’s an important step to identify 

items in good or excellent condition and properly dispose of 

those that don’t meet quality standards. Often students are 

rushing to secure required volunteer hours at the end of the 

school year, so this is an opportunity for you to offer them what 

they need and avoid overburdening your staff. It’s a win-win.

Alternatively, programs like Dump and Run at Cornell University 

sort the collection of college students’ castoff items in the  

spring, so they can be sold to incoming students in the fall.  

The proceeds are then donated to nonprofits, resulting in 

another win-win and a great asset to your corporate social 

responsibility and sustainability initiatives.

Often students are rushing to 

secure required volunteer hours at 

the end of the school year, so this 

is an opportunity for you to offer 

them what they need and avoid 

overburdening your staff.
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http://living.sas.cornell.edu/live/movingin/dumpandrun/
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Ready to Optimize Your Turn Operations?

Step to the head of the class with HappyCo’s real-time mobile 
inspections, remote monitoring and automated turn boards 

that help you reduce turn time, costs and complaints.

www.happy.co | 888.666.1855 | sales@happy.co


